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The Final Countdown – One World 

Government Part 1 
 
“One time this Pastor decided to do a visual demonstration for his 
congregation to add some emphasis to his sermon. And so he placed four 
worms into four separate jars. 
 
And the first worm he put into a container of alcohol. 
The second worm he put into a container of cigarette smoke. 
The third worm was put into a container of chocolate syrup. 
The fourth worm was put into a container that had good clean soil. 
 
And so at the conclusion of the sermon, the Pastor reported the following 
results: 
 
He said, “As you can see, the first worm in the alcohol…is Dead.  
The second worm in cigarette smoke…is Dead.  
Third worm in chocolate syrup…is Dead.  
But the fourth worm in good clean soil…is Alive and Well!” 
 
And so the Pastor asked the congregation, ‘Now what did you learn from 
this demonstration?’ 
 
And Kenny, sitting in the back row said, “Well apparently, as long as you 
drink, smoke and eat chocolate, you don’t get worms!” 

 
No, no, no! Oh boy! Now you know why Kenny no longer comes to 

the Wednesday Night Bible studies! Love you Kenny, but man, it had 

nothing to do with getting worms. You can still come back though! But 

seriously folks, how many of you guys would say that Kenny came to the 

ultimate wrong conclusion there? Okay, slightly! But that’s right, believe it 

or not, did you know the Bible says one day the whole planet’s going to 

come to an even worse conclusion than that one? You see, the Bible says the 
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7-year Tribulation starts off with a false peace and a false utopia of the 

Antichrist. But Antichrist comes and convinces people to think they just 

entered the greatest time of their lives, when it’s actually the worst of time in 

the history of mankind. You talk about a horrible wrong conclusion! And 

that’s all begins at the rapture of the Church! 

And folks, the reason why it’s going to be such a horrible time is 

because for those who refuse to accept Jesus Christ as their Personal Lord 

and Savior, they will be catapulted into the 7-year Tribulation, and it’s not a 

joke. It’s an outpouring of God’s wrath on a wicked and rebellious planet. In 

fact Jesus said in Matthew 24 it’s going to be a “time of greater horror than 

anything the world has ever seen or will ever see again. And that “unless that 

time of calamity is shortened, the entire human race will be destroyed.” But 

praise God, God’s not only a God of wrath, He’s a God of love as well. And 

because He loves you and I, He’s given us many warning signs to show us 

when the Tribulation was near and when Jesus Christ’s 2nd Coming was 

rapidly approaching. 

Therefore, in order to keep you and I here at Sunrise from 

experiencing the ultimate bad day of being left behind, even worse than 

apparently Kenny drawing his own conclusions, we’re going to continue in 

our series The Final Countdown. And so far we’ve already seen how the 
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#10 sign on The Final Countdown was The Jewish People. The #9 sign 

was Modern Technology. The #8 sign was Worldwide Upheaval. The #7 

sign was The Rise of Falsehood. The #6 sign was The Rise of Wickedness. 

The #5 sign was The Rise of Apostasy. And the last six times we saw how 

the #4 sign was the Rise of A One World Religion. And what we saw there 

was that God lovingly foretold you and I that when we see all the world’s 

religions on the planet coming together as one, which is happening right 

now today all over the world, thanks in part to the Lie of the Interfaithism, 

the lie of Ecumenicalism and the last time 3 times with the Rise of a Global 

Persecution, that you are seriously living in the Last Days! And folks, as we 

saw, that time is now! We already saw it’s happening through the lies of 

Propaganda, the examples of Persecution, the Plan already being in place 

and the Implementation already begun…beheading! And last time, the 

Excuse and Execution is already here, even in America! And so the point 

was this. We better get united, we better stop beating each other up, and we 

better start getting motivated for the right things, because it’s only going to 

get worse! 

But that’s not all. The #3 sign on The Final Countdown that God has 

given to us to lovingly wake us up is none other then A One World 

Government. Are you serious? Yeah folks, the Bible is clear. One day the 
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whole planet really is going to be under the control or government of the 

Antichrist. But don’t take my word for it. Let’s listen to God’s. 

Revelation 13:1-7 “And I saw a beast coming out of the sea. He had ten 
horns and seven heads, with ten crowns on his horns, and on each head a 
blasphemous name. The beast I saw resembled a leopard, but had feet like 
those of a bear and a mouth like that of a lion. The dragon gave the beast his 
power and his throne and great authority. One of the heads of the beast 
seemed to have had a fatal wound, but the fatal wound had been healed. The 
whole world was astonished and followed the beast.  
 
Men worshiped the dragon because he had given authority to the beast, and 
they also worshiped the beast and asked, Who is like the beast? Who can 
make war against him? The beast was given a mouth to utter proud words 
and blasphemies and to exercise his authority for forty-two months. He 
opened his mouth to blaspheme God, and to slander his name and his 
dwelling place and those who live in heaven. He was given power to make 
war against the saints and to conquer them. And he was given authority over 
every tribe, people, language and nation.”  
 

Now folks, according to our text there, the Bible is clear. There really 

is coming a day when all the inhabitants of the earth will be under the 

authority or government of who? The antichrist, right? One day, the whole 

world will be unified into A One World Government that is actually 

satanically inspired. It says it right there in the text. But again, the question 

for you and I is, “Could that really happen? Could the whole world really be 

deceived into creating A One World Government that’s satanically 

inspired and is there any evidence that it’s really going to take place just like 

the Bible said any time soon?” Uh, yeah! It’s happening now! 
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And the 1st proof that we know really are headed for a One World 

Government real soon is the Chronological Proof. Folks, what most people 

don’t realize is that this One World Government is not only going to be put 

into place, because the Bible said it would, but what people don’t realize is 

that it’s been in the planning stages for a long time. Check out the progress 

for yourself: 

••••    1913: The League of Nations was formed 

••••    1919: The Council on Foreign Relations was formed 

••••    1922: The CFR endorses World Government 

••••    1945: The United Nations was formed 

••••    1948: The World Constitution is drafted providing a World Council to 
enforce World Law and calls upon nations to surrender their arms to a 
World Government 

••••    1959: The Diagram of World Government under the Constitution for the 
Federation of Earth is developed 

••••    1967: Richard Nixon calls for a New World Order 

••••    1968: Nelson Rockefeller pledges support of the New World Order 

••••    1970: Education and mass media begin to promote a New World Order 

••••    1972: The first draft completed of The Constitution for the Federation of 
Earth 

••••    1988: Mikhail Gorbachev speaks of a New World Order 

••••    1990: George Bush Sr. speaks of a New World Order 

••••    1992: The Earth Summit is held and produces the Biodiversity treaty and 
Agenda 21 

••••    1993: Bill Clinton speaks of a New World Order 

••••    1995: The term New World Order is replaced with Global Governance 

••••    1995: The State of the World Forums begin and continue yearly in San 
Francisco 

••••    1996: The World Food Summit is held 

••••    2000: The Millennium Assembly and Summit held at U.N. and studies 
how to implement Global Governance 

••••    2000: The Earth Charter is created (A New Universal Law) 
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••••    2000: The State of the World Forum meets to advance Global 
Governance 

••••    2001: Tom Brokaw (popular US news anchor) announces the world now 
has formed into the New World Order. 

••••    2002: The Earth Charter is brought to the U.N.  

••••    2002: A World Criminal Court is ratified and begins 

••••    2002: The Earth Charter is expected to be endorsed at the next World 
Summit 

••••    2002: FDA approves VeriChip Microchip implant for humans 

••••    2003 – Russian President Putin says World Order needs to be formed  

••••    2003: UN discusses whether an international body such as the United 
Nations should be in charge of running the Internet 

••••    2004: Pope calls for a New International Order to Ensure Peace 

••••    2004: Bush Calls for New World Order 

••••    2004:CFR proposes the establishment by 2010 of a North American 
Union with a common currency called the amero 

••••    2005: Proposed that Europe lead the World 

••••    2005: Pope Invites Nations to Establish Ties 

••••    2005: China and Russia call for a New World Order  

••••    2005: Pope Calls for New World Order 

••••    2006: Tony Blair calls for a New World Order 

••••    2006: Bush joins talks to create a North American Union  

••••    2007: Mexico’s Fox openly calls for North American Union 

••••    2007: Prior to taking office as British Prime Minister, Gordon Brown 
talks of a New World Order 

••••    2007: The European Union vows to shape globalization 

••••    2008: British Prime Minister Gordon Brown says it’s time to build a 
“global society” and talks with other world leaders on far-reaching 
reform as part of a drive to create a “new world order.” 

••••    2008: Blair announces he’ll be president of Europe if given the power 

••••    2008: North American Army created between U.S. & Canada without 
Congressional approval 

••••    2008: The Vatican says that a New World Order is gaining ground 

••••    2009: British Prime Minister Gordon Brown said that a New World 
Order is emerging from the global financial crisis. 

••••    2009: Iran's President calls for a New World Order 

••••    2009: Henry Kissinger says that Obama is primed to create a New World 
Order.  
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CNBC’s “Squawk on the Street” Kissinger Interview from the NYSE 
 
Erin Burnett: What do you think is the most important thing for Barack 
Obama? Obviously you are here to talk about the anniversary for U.S./China 
diplomatic relations but if you had to say this is going to be the country, or 
the conflict or the place that would define the Obama administration, what 
would it be?  
 
Kissinger: But he can give new impetus to American foreign policy partly 
because the reception of him is so extraordinary around the world. I think his 
task will be to develop an overall strategy for America in this period when, 
really, a new world order can be created. It’s a great opportunity, it isn’t just 
a crisis.” 
 

••••    2009: Obama declares that, “All nations must come together to build a 
stronger, global regime.” 

 
Barack Obama: “North Korea broke the rules. Once again. By testing a 
rocket that could be used for long missiles. This provocation underscores the 
need for action, not just this afternoon at the U.N. Security Counsel, but in 
our determination to prevent the spread of these weapons. Rules must be 
binding. Violations must be punished. Words must means something. The 
world must stand together to prevent the spread of these weapons. Now is 
the time for a strong international response and North Korea must know the 
path to security and respect will never come through threats and illegal 
weapons. All nations must come together to build a stronger global regime.” 
 

••••    2010: The International Monetary Fund says we are heading towards a 
New World Order 

••••    2011: Iran’s President again calls for a New World Order. 

••••    2012: Obama Signs an Executive Order that Pushes Us Closer To A 
North American Union And A One World Economic System 

••••    2012: So-called “Experts” are calling for a One World Government 

••••    2012: Vatican calls for a “World Political Authority” for the “common 
good.” 

••••    2013: Vice President Joseph Biden called for the creation of a “new 
world order” with new financial institutions, updated global rules, and a 
prosperous China.  
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Joe Biden New World Order: “The affirmative task we have now is uh is to 
actually um create uh a New World Order because the global order is 
changing again and the institutions of rule that worked so well in the post 
World War II era for decades, they need to be strengthened. Some have to be 
changed. So we have to do what we do best. We have to lead.” 
 

••••    2013: Pope Francis met with leaders of non-Catholic religions, such as 
Orthodox, Anglicans, Lutherans and Methodists, and others including 
Jews, Muslims, Buddhists, Hindus, and even non-believers to “recognize 
their joint responsibility to our world, to all of creation, which we have to 
love and protect,” and the United Nations Chief is now saying that Pope 
Francis is a, “Global Spiritual Leader.” 

 
Why is that important? Well, if you’re going to have an Antichrist, 

you need a “Global Spiritual Leader” called “The False Prophet” in the 

Bible to help promote the Antichrist and his agenda for a One World 

Government. Not saying he is the False Prophet, but you can see all the 

pieces coming together, can’t you? Folks, correct me if I’m wrong, but when 

you take a look at the timeline, I’d say somebody’s pretty serious about 

forming this One World Government, how about you? I mean, it’s almost 

like they’re following some sort of a Chronological Plan and they’re just 

about ready to pull the whole thing off, how about you? And that’s exactly 

what the Bible said would happen, when you are living in the Last Days! 

But you might be out there thinking, “Hey man, come on Pastor Billy, 

there’s no way America’s going to go along with this! This is crazy! This is 

just some wacky conspiracy theory stuff! We are a Christian Nation! There’s 
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no way our leaders here in America would ever undermine our Country’s 

sovereignty and go along with a One World Government! That’s insane! I 

mean, after all, our Declaration of Independence says, “We are endowed by 

our Creator (i.e. God) with these rights!” There’s no way a faithful 

American would ever give up our Sovereignty for a One World 

Government.  

Well folks, I hate to burst your bubble, but that brings us to the 2nd 

proof that we know really are headed for a One World Government is what I 

call the Administration Proof. You see, we’ve already seen in our text that 

the Antichrist’s government is going to be satanically inspired. Therefore, if 

America, yes, even America, is going to go along with this One World 

Government, then at some point, logically, we’re going to have to “snub” if 

you will, out total Christian heritage and foundation, that our Founding 

Fathers set up on the principles of the Bible, as well as, turning away from 

God Himself, right? You have to if you’re going to go along with a satanic 

inspired system. Don’t recommend it, but logically, that’s what you have to 

do. Well folks, I hate to be the bearer of bad news, but believe it or not, 

that’s what our current administration is doing! Now, they’re not alone, 

other administrations have done it too, but this one has actually gone down 

on record as being the most Anti-Christian administration in American 
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History. But don’t take my word for it, let’s listen to the facts. Your first 

clue should have been when this speech was given in Washington D.C. 

2006. 

Obama: “Whatever we once were we are no longer a Christian nation at least 
not just. We are also a Jewish nation, and a Muslim nation and a Buddhist 
nation and Hindu nation and a nation of non-believers.  
 
And even if we did have only Christians in our midst, if we expelled every 
non-Christian from the United States of America, whose Christianity would 
we teach in the schools? Would we go with James Dobson's, or Al 
Sharpton's? Which passages of Scripture should guide our public policy?  
 
Should we go with Leviticus, which suggests slavery is ok and that eating 
shellfish is abomination? How about Deuteronomy, which suggests stoning 
your child if he strays from the faith? Or should we just stick to the Sermon 
on the Mount - a passage that is so radical that it's doubtful that our own 
Defense Department would survive its application?” 
 

••••    September 2007 – For some reason, Obama chose not put his hand over 
his heart during the singing of the National Anthem. 

 
Obama unpatriotic during "Star Spangled Banner”: 
 
Rep. Jack Kingston: The famous picture of him standing with Bill 
Richardson, Hillary Clinton have their hand over their heart, saluting the flag 
during the pledge and Obama has his hands deliberately down. THAT is 
disturbing to me. 
 
Bill Maher: Deliberately down? 
 
shows video clip with "Star Spangled Banner" being sung with Barack 
Obama being the only one just standing there with his hands down while 
Clinton and Richardson stand with their hands over their hearts 
 

••••    April 2008 – Obama speaks disrespectfully of Christians, saying they 
“cling to guns or religion” and have an “antipathy to people who aren’t 
like them.”  
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••••    January 2009 – On his first day in office, Obama lifts restrictions on U.S. 
government funding for groups that provide abortion services abroad, 
forcing taxpayers to fund pro-abortion groups that either promote or 
perform abortions in other nations.  

••••    February 2009 – Obama announces plans to revoke conscience protection 
for health workers who refuse to participate in medical activities that go 
against their beliefs, and fully implements the plan in February 2011.  

••••    March 2009 – The Obama administration shut out pro-life groups from 
attending a White House-sponsored health care summit.  

••••    March 2009 – Obama gave $50 million for the UNFPA, the UN 
population agency that promotes abortion and works closely with 
Chinese population control officials who use forced abortions and 
involuntary sterilizations.  

••••    April 2009 – When speaking at Georgetown University, Obama orders 
that a monogram symbolizing Jesus’ name be covered when he is making 
his speech.  

 
Bret Baier: Fox News on Obama visit to Georgetown U. 
 
Baier: Obama's visit to Notre Dame is not the only Catholic institution 
raising eyebrows when it comes to President Obama. Officials at 
Georgetown University covered a monogram symbolizing the name of Jesus 
because it was inscribed on the stage where the President spoke Tuesday. 
 
The monogram, IHS, which comes from the Greek for Jesus, was covered 
with a triangle of black painted plywood.  
 
Catholic League President Bill Donahue says, "The cowardice of 
Georgetown to stand fast on principle tells us more than we need to 
know...But the bigger story is the audacity of the Obama Administration to 
ask a religious school to neuter itself before the president speaks there" 
 

••••    May 2009 – Obama declines to host services for the National Prayer Day 
event at the White House (a day established by federal law) but he does 
host White House Iftar dinners in honor of Ramadan.  

••••    May 2009 – The White House budget eliminates all funding for 
abstinence-only education and replaces it with “comprehensive” sexual 
education, repeatedly proven to increase teen pregnancies and abortions.  
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••••    May 2009 – Obama officials assemble a terrorism dictionary calling pro-
life advocates violent and charging that they use racism in their 
“criminal” activities.  

••••    July 2009 – The Obama administration illegally extends federal benefits 
to same-sex partners of Foreign Service and Executive Branch 
employees, in direction violation of the federal Defense of Marriage Act.  

••••    September 2009 – The Obama administration appoints as EEOC 
Commissioner Chai Feldblum, who asserts that society should “not 
tolerate” any “private beliefs,” including religious beliefs, if they may 
negatively affect homosexual “equality.” 

••••    April 2010 – Christian leader Franklin Graham is disinvited from the 
Pentagon’s National Day of Prayer Event because of complaints from the 
Muslim community.  

••••    April 2010 – The Obama administration requires rewriting of 
government documents and a change in administration vocabulary to 
remove terms that are deemed offensive to Muslims, including jihad, 
jihadists, terrorists, radical Islamic, etc. 

••••    July 2010 – The Obama administration uses federal funds in violation of 
federal law to get Kenya to change its constitution to include abortion.  

••••    August 2010 – The Obama administration Cuts funding for 176 
abstinence education programs.  

••••    August 2010 – Obama speaks with great praise of Islam and 
condescendingly of Christianity.  

••••    August 2010 – Obama went to great lengths to speak out on multiple 
occasions on behalf of building an Islamic mosque at Ground Zero, while 
at the same time he was silent about a Christian church being denied 
permission to rebuild at that location. 

••••    October 2010 – Obama begins deliberately omitting the phrase about “the 
Creator” when quoting the Declaration of Independence – an omission he 
has made on no less than seven occasions. 

 
C-SPAN: Obama omission of God in the Declaration 
 
Reporter: Robert, two questions. Twice in recent weeks the President has 
quoted from the Declaration of Independence and has omitted the 
Declaration's reference to rights "endowed by their Creator". Why did he 
omit this part of the Declaration? 
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Robert Gibbs: I, I, I haven't seen the comments Lester, but I can assure you 
that the President believes in the Declaration of Independence 
  

••••    November 2010 – Obama misquotes the National Motto, saying it is “E 
pluribus unum” rather than “In God We Trust” as established by federal 
law.  

••••    Throughout 2010 – While every White House traditionally issues 
hundreds of official proclamations and statements on numerous 
occasions, this White House avoids traditional Biblical holidays and 
events but regularly recognizes major Muslim holidays, as evidenced by 
its 2010 statements on Ramadan, Eid-ul-Fitr, Hajj, and Eid-ul-Adha. 

••••    January 2011 – After a federal law was passed to transfer a WWI 
Memorial in the Mojave Desert to private ownership, the U. S. Supreme 
Court ruled that the cross in the memorial could continue to stand, but the 
Obama administration refused to allow the land to be transferred as 
required by law, and refused to allow the cross to be re-erected as ordered 
by the Court.  

••••    February 2011 – Although he filled posts in the State Department, for 
more than two years Obama did not fill the post of religious freedom 
ambassador, an official that works against religious persecution across 
the world; he filled it only after heavy pressure from the public and from 
Congress.  

••••    February 2011 – Obama directs the Justice Department to stop defending 
the federal Defense of Marriage Act.  

••••    March 2011 – The Obama administration refuses to investigate videos 
showing Planned Parenthood helping alleged sex traffickers get abortions 
for victimized underage girls.  

••••    April 2011 – For the first time in American history, Obama urges passage 
of a non-discrimination law that does not contain hiring protections for 
religious groups, forcing religious organizations to hire according to 
federal mandates without regard to the dictates of their own faith, thus 
eliminating conscience protection in hiring.  

••••    July 2011 – Obama allows homosexuals to serve openly in the military, 
reversing a policy originally instituted by George Washington in March 
1778.  

••••    August 2011 – The Obama administration releases its new health care 
rules that override religious conscience protections for medical workers 
in the areas of abortion and contraception.  
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••••    September 2011 – The Pentagon directs that military chaplains may 
perform same-sex marriages at military facilities in violation of the 
federal Defense of Marriage Act.  

••••    November 2011 – Unlike previous presidents, Obama studiously avoids 
any religious references in his Thanksgiving speech.  

••••    December 2011 – The Obama administration denigrates other countries’ 
religious beliefs as an obstacle to radical homosexual rights.  

••••    January 2012 – The Obama administration argues that the First 
Amendment provides no protection for churches and synagogues in 
hiring their pastors and rabbis.  

••••    February 2012 – The Obama administration forgives student loans in 
exchange for public service, but announces it will no longer forgive 
student loans if the public service is related to religion.  

••••    February 2012 – The U. S. Military Academy at West Point disinvites 
three star Army general and decorated war hero Lieutenant General 
William G. Boykin (retired) from speaking at an event because he is an 
outspoken Christian.  

••••    February 2012 – The Obama administration makes effulgent apologies 
for Korans being burned by the U. S. military, but when Bibles were 
burned by the military, numerous reasons were offered why it was the 
right thing to do. 

••••    April 2012 – A checklist for Air Force Inns will no longer include 
ensuring that a Bible is available in rooms for those who want to use 
them.  

••••    May 2012 - The Obama administration opposes legislation to protect the 
rights of conscience for military chaplains who do not wish to perform 
same-sex marriages in violation of their strongly-held religious beliefs.  

••••    June 2012 - Bibles for the American military have been printed in every 
conflict since the American Revolution, but the Obama Administration 
revokes the long-standing U. S. policy of allowing military service 
emblems to be placed on those military Bibles. 

••••    January 2013 – Pastor Louie Giglio is pressured to remove himself from 
praying at the inauguration after it is discovered he once preached a 
sermon supporting the Biblical definition of marriage.  

••••    February 2013 – The Obama Administration announces that the rights of 
religious conscience for individuals will not be protected under the 
Affordable Care Act. 
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••••    January 2013 – Obama announces his opposition to a provision in the 
2013 National Defense Authorization Act protecting the rights of 
conscience for military chaplains.  

••••    April 2013 – Officials briefing U.S. Army soldiers include “Evangelical 
Christianity” along with terrorist organizations Al-Qaeda, Muslim 
Brotherhood, and Hamas to show examples of “religious extremism.” 

 
We’re lumped right in there with them, as we saw in our last study! 

But folks, correct me if I’m wrong, but it sure appears to me that our current 

administration is not only snubbing their nose at God and mocking our 

Christian heritage. But it sure appears they’re heading down an Anti-

Christian/Anti-God route that is precisely needed to prepare us for accepting 

an Antichrist government that is actually satanically inspired, like the Book 

of Revelation says is coming, right? Gee, it’s almost like we’re living in the 

Last Days or something and we need to get motivated! But that’s still not all. 

Lest you think I’m playing party favorites and just picking on the 

Democrats, folks, you got to realize, it’s both of them! 

And that’s why the 3rd proof that we know really are headed for a 

One World Government is the Quotation Proof. Folks, it doesn’t matter 

what party you belong to anymore. This is the illusion. This is the lie! They 

have both become infiltrated by globalists who want a One World 

Government and a New World Order! Let me give you an analogy. It’s like 

asking this question, “Who would you rather vote for? The Gambinos or the 

Corleones?” Okay, they’re both in it together. But don’t listen to my words, 
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let’s listen to theirs. You tell me if they don’t want this One World 

Government and a New World Order…it’s all over the world! 

••••    Henry Kissinger “Today America would be outraged if U.N. troops 
entered Los Angeles to restore order. Tomorrow they will be grateful. 
When presented with this scenario, individual rights will be willingly 
relinquished for the guarantee of their well-being granted to them by the 
World Government.” 

••••    Walter Cronkite “It seems to many of us that if we are to avoid the 
eventual catastrophic world conflict we must strengthen the United 
Nations as a first step toward a World Government. To do that, of course, 
we Americans will have to yield up some of our sovereignty. That would 
be a bitter pill. It would take a lot of courage, a lot of faith in the new 
order. Pat Robertson has written in a book a few years ago that we should 
have a world government, but only when the Messiah arrives. He wrote, 
literally, any attempt to achieve world order before that time must be the 
work of the devil. Well, join me. I'm glad to sit here at the right hand of 
satan.” 

••••    Al Gore “The climate bill will help bring about global governance. It is 
the awareness itself that will drive the change and one of the ways it will 
drive the change is through global governance and global agreements. 

••••    French President Chirac said during a speech at The Hague that the 
UN’s Kyoto Protocol represented, “The first component of an authentic 
global governance. For the first time, humanity is instituting a genuine 
instrument of global governance.” 

••••    David Rockefeller “We are grateful to the Washington Post, The New 
York Times, Time Magazine and other great publications whose directors 
have attended our meetings and respected their promises of discretion for 
almost forty years. It would have been impossible for us to develop our 
plan for the world if we had been subject to the bright lights of publicity 
during those years. But the work is now much more sophisticated and 
prepared to march towards a World Government.” 

••••    Strobe Talbot (Clinton’s Deputy Secretary of State) “In the next 
century, nations as we know it will be obsolete; all states will recognize a 
single, global authority. National sovereignty wasn’t such a great idea 
after all.” 

••••    Richard Falk “The existing order is breaking down at a rapid rate and 
the main uncertainty is whether mankind can exert a positive role in 
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shaping a new world order…We believe a new order will be born no later 
than early in the next century…” 

••••    Mikhail Gorbachev “Further global progress is now possible only 
through a quest for universal consensus in the movement towards a new 
world order.” 

••••    Nelson Mandela “The new world order that is in the making must focus 
on the creation of a world democracy, peace and prosperity for all.” 

••••    George McGovern “I would support a Presidential candidate who 
pledged to take the following steps…At the end of the war in the Persian 
Gulf, press for a comprehensive Middle East settlement and for a new 
world order based not on Pax Americana but on peace through law with a 
stronger U.N. and World Court.” 

••••    George Bush Sr. “If we do not follow the dictates of our inner moral 
compass and stand up for human life, then his lawlessness will threaten 
the peace and democracy of the emerging new world order we now see, 
this long dreamed-of vision we’ve all worked toward for so long. Bush: 
We have before us the opportunity to forge for ourselves and future 
generations, a New World Order. A world where the rule of law, not law 
of the jungle governs the conduct of nations. When we are successful, 
and we will be. We will have a real chance at this New World Order. An 
order in which a credible United Nations can use its peacekeeping role to 
fulfill the promise and vision of the U.N.'s founders.” 

••••    Madeleine Albright “Today I say that no nation in the world need be left 
out of the global system we are constructing.” 

••••    Mikhail Gorbachev “The victims of the September 11th attacks will not 
have died in vain if world leaders use the crisis to create a new world 
order.” 

••••    Robert Muller (Former Assistant Attorney General of the U.N.) “We 
must move as quickly as possible to a one-world government; one-world 
religion; under a one-world leader.” 

 
Assorted quotes of World Leaders and the New World Order: 
 
Reporter: What sort of financial deal should Obama be seeking to strike 
when he travels to China next month. 
 
George Soros: You know this would be the time because you really need to 
bring China into the creation of a New uh, uh, uh World Order. Financial 
World Order. Ah, they are kind of reluctant members of the IMF. They play 
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along but they don't make much of a contribution so I think you need a New 
uh, World Order that uh China has to be part of the process of creating it.  I 
think the makings of it are already there because the G20,in agreeing to peer 
reviews effectively is moving in that direction 
 
Fox New reporting during House Hearing 
 
Maxine Waters: What guarantees are you going to give this liberal about 
how that will reduce the cost of a gasoline at the pump if we let you drill 
where you say you want to drill. 
 
John Hofmeister: I can guarantee to the American people because of the 
inaction of the United States Congress ever increasing prices unless the 
demand comes down and the $5 dollars will look like a very low price in the 
years to come if we are prohibited from finding new reserves, new 
opportunities to increase supplies. 
 
Maxine Waters: And guess what this liberal will be all about. This liberal 
will be all about socializing uh umm will be about <hesitates> taking over 
and the government running all of your companies 
 
RT Hon Gordon Brown MP: Our position was not that. Our position was to 
support action so that the will of the international community-that Saddam 
Hussein disclose and dispose of weapons-be reinforced. And at the back of 
my mind was this sense that, if the international community did not act here, 
then the international community would find it difficult to gain credibility 
for acting in other areas, and this New World Order that we were trying to 
create was being put at risk 
 
The London Summit 2009 
 
Gordon Brown: I think a New World Order is emerging and with it the 
foundations of a new and progressive era of international cooperation. 
 
Feb 25, 1972: President Nixon - Hangzhou, China 
 
You'll believe deeply in your system and we believe just as deeply in our 
system. It is not our common beliefs that have brought us together here but 
our common interests and our common hopes. The interests that each of us 
has to maintain our independence and the security of our peoples at the hope 
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that each of us has to build a New World Order in which nations and peoples 
with different systems and different values can live together in peace. 
 
11/30/1989 Mikhail Gorbachev: Sheraton Chicago 
 
That does not describe why the world has changed so much and why the 
world has turned so much toward a New World Order and a new kind of 
civilization 
 
11/16/91 George H.W. Bush: Speech to US Congress 
 
Bush: Until now, the world we've known has been a world divided. A world 
of barbed wire and concrete block. Conflict. Cold War. Now we can see a 
new world coming into view. A world in which the very real prospect of a 
New World Order. 
 
Oct 19, 1999 Hillary Clinton congratulates Walter Cronkite on receiving A 
Global Governance award from the World Federalist Association 
 
We would like to bring you a message from the First Lady of the United 
States, Hillary Rodham Clinton. 
 
Hillary Clinton: Good evening and congratulations Walter. I'm receiving the 
World Federalist Association's Global Governance award. For more than a 
generation in America it wasn't the news until Walter Cronkite told us it was 
the news. 
 
10/02/01 Tony Blair (Former Prime Minister of Great Britain) The Labour 
Party Annual Conference 
 
This is a moment to seize. The kaleidoscope has been shaken. The pieces are 
in flux. Soon they will settle again. Before they do, let us reorder this world 
around us. 
 
BBC NEWS Fri. Oct. 12, 2001 UK Politics 
 
Headline: Blair's push for new world order 
 
01/18/05 Henry Kissinger: Charlie Rose Interview 
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Kissinger: The United States is in a key position to shape this so that the 
problem of the Bush presidency will be the emergence of a new international 
order. 
 
Rose: Within the next four years we will see the emergence of a new 
international order. 
 
Kissinger: The beginning of a new international order. 
 
The London Paper: March 12, 2007 
 
Headline: 'NEW WORLD ORDER' TO SAVE THE EARTH 
 
06/20/07 Gordon Brown: 
 
The first decade of the 21st Century that out of what will be seen as the 
greatest restructuring of the global economy Perhaps one even greater than 
at the time of the industrial revolution a new world order was created.” 

 
Gee, what’s that sound like? Folks, I’m not making this up! Sounds to 

me like somebody’s taking this One World Government and New World 

Order thing pretty serious, how about you? And lest there be any 

misunderstanding where this One World Government and satanically 

Antichrist system is leading to, let’s remind ourselves why the Bible calls it 

satanic. Here’s what it’s leading to. It ain’t pretty. It’s called total slavery! 

Revelation 13:16-17 “He also forced everyone, small and great, rich and 
poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on his right hand or on his forehead, o 
that no one could buy or sell unless he had the mark, which is the name of 
the beast or the number of his name.”  
 

Now folks, the Bible clearly tells us that the Antichrist’s system is not 

only going to be over the whole world, but he’s also going to force the 
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whole world to receive some sort of a Mark into their right hands or 

foreheads, in order to buy or sell, right? Total slavery to the Antichrist, if 

you don’t go along with his system, you’re going to be shut out of the 

system! You won’t buy or sell. And folks, believe it or not, that too is 

already here. One man, Aaron Russo, exposed the whole thing a few years 

ago before he mysteriously died. Hmmm, I wonder why? Here’s the actual 

conversation he had with one of these Globalists, pushing for this One 

World Government, and you tell me if they’re not planning on this Mark of 

the Beast system, to control what you buy or sell. 

Aaron Russo: 
 
This is Aaron Russo, a filmmaker and former politician. To his left is 
Nicholas Rockefeller of the infamous Rockefeller Banking and business 
dynasty. After maintaining a close friendship with Nicholas Rockefeller, 
Aaron eventually ended the relationship, appalled by what he had learned 
about the Rockefellers and their ambitions.  
 
Aaron Russo: I got a call one day from a Terry woman I knew, and she said, 
'Would you like to mean one of the Rockefellers?'. I said, 'Sure, I'd love to'. 
And we became friends and he began to divulge a lot of things to me. So he 
says to me one night- [11 months before Sept. 11th 2001] There's going to 
be an event Aaron…we are going to go into Afghanistan so we can put in 
pipelines from the Caspian Sea. We are going to go into Iraq to take the oil 
and establish a base in the Middle East and we're going to go into Venezuela 
and then try and go in and get rid of Chavez. And the first two they've 
accomplished. Chavez they didn't accomplish. You're going to see guys 
going into caves looking for <laughs> looking for people that their never 
gonna find-you know he was laughing about the fact that you have this 
"war" on "terror". There's no real enemy. He's talking about how by having 
this war on "terror", you can never win it...because it's an eternal war and so 
you can always keep taking people's liberties away.   
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I said how are you going to convince people that this war is real? He says by 
the media. The media can convince everybody that it's real.  I mean you 
know you just keep talking about things. You keep saying it over and over 
and over and over again and eventually people believe it.   
 
You know you create the Federal Reserve in 1913 through lies. You create 
9/11 which is another lie. Through 9/11 you then are fighting a war on 
"terror" and also you go into Iraq, which was another lie. And now they're 
going to do Iran. So you know, one thing leading to another leading to 
another, leading to another.  
 
So now what are you doing this for? What's the point of this thing? I mean 
you got all the money in the world you'll ever want. You got all the power, 
you know. I said you're hurting people, I said, it's not a good thing. And he 
would say why do you care about the people for. Take care of yourself and 
take care of your family. 
 
And I said to him what are the ultimate goals here. He said the ultimate goal 
is to get everybody in this world chipped with an RFID chip and have all 
money be on those chips and everything on those chips and if anybody 
wants to protest what we do or violate what we want. We just turn off their 
chip.” 

 
Wow! Revelation 13 right before our very eyes! So much for a wacky 

conspiracy theory! Folks, this is all happening right now, it’s not make 

believe, it’s real, and we better get motivated. It’s exactly what the Bible 

said would happen, when you are living in the Last Days! It just happens to 

be happening now! And here’s the point. What more does God have to do? 

This is not a game! God doesn’t want us going into the 7-year Tribulation 

and He certainly doesn’t want us to go into HELL! And so that’s why, out of 

love, He’s given us these signs of a One World Government to show us 
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that the Tribulation is near, Christ’s 2nd Coming is rapidly approaching. And 

that’s why Jesus Himself said: 

Luke 21:28 “When these things begin to take place, stand up and lift up 
your heads, because your redemption is drawing near.” 
 

People, like it or not, we are headed for The Final Countdown. And 

so the point is this. If you’re a Christian here today it’s time to get busy! 

We’ve got to lay aside our differences and start getting busy working 

together saving souls by the Spirit of God! Amen? That’s the answer to the 

ills of our country, as we saw last week! There’s still hope! In fact, this guy 

says the same thing. 

“Since the recent election, we’ve seen same-sex couples lining up at 
courthouses in several states to receive their marriage licenses, and hundreds 
of people gathering in public places to light up marijuana cigarettes in the 
states where it has just been decriminalized. 
 
This is only the tip of the iceberg. The moral decline we see on television 
programs – blatant immorality, senseless violence, media-friendly gay and 
lesbian behavior – is just a reflection of the moral corruption that has 
infected our entire nation. These are indeed dark days…but there is hope. 
 
For far too long, as a nation we have neglected – and even rejected – the 
Word of God and His commands. Yet the Scriptures are mighty, able to 
penetrate even the most hardened and darkened hearts with convicting, life-
giving power. This is the only cure for a sin-sickened country that is about to 
slip into a moral abyss, and it is why we must proclaim the Good News.” 

 
In other words, stop goofing off, stop beating each other up, and start 

getting busy working saving souls, sharing the Gospel, amen? That’s what’ll 

turn our country around in the nick of time, amen?  
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But if you’re here today and you’re not a Christian, then I beg you, 

please, heed the signs…heed the warnings…give your life to Jesus 

today…because the last place you ever want to be is in the Antichrist’s 

Kingdom. THAT CHIP that you heard them talking about putting into 

people all over the planet is the TIP OF THE ICEBERG! Take the way 

out…NOW…the ONLY way out…through Jesus Christ. Call upon His 

Name and ask Him to forgive you of all of your sins, and escape the Wrath 

to come. Amen? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

To find the way to God, to understand the truth of God’s Word, and to 
received the gift of eternal life, begin by repentance and faith through a 
prayer like this: 

 

“Dear God, I understand that I have broken Your Law and sinned 
against You. Please forgive my sins. Thank You that Jesus suffered on 
the cross in my place. I now place my trust in Him as My Savior and 
Lord. In Jesus’ name I pray. Amen.” 

_____________________________________________________________ 


